[EPUB] Rescue 471 A Paramedics Stories
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this rescue 471 a paramedics stories
by online. You might not require more epoch to spend to go to the book inauguration as with ease as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise attain not discover the broadcast rescue 471 a paramedics stories that you
are looking for. It will completely squander the time.
However below, considering you visit this web page, it will be fittingly enormously easy to acquire as skillfully
as download guide rescue 471 a paramedics stories
It will not say you will many epoch as we run by before. You can do it though accomplish something else at
home and even in your workplace. correspondingly easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we meet
the expense of under as with ease as review rescue 471 a paramedics stories what you when to read!

Rescue 471-Peter Canning 2000 A former paramedic captures the tension and highstrung energy of work
on the streets in a collection of true stories culled from his days as an EMT. Original.
Paramedic-Peter Canning 2009-02-04 In this unforgettable, dramatic account of one man's experience as
an EMT, Peter Canning relives the nerve-racking seconds that can mean the difference between a
patient's death and survival, as Canning struggles to make the right call, dispense the right medication, or
keep a patient's heart beating long enough to reach the hospital. As Canning tells his graphic, gripping
war stories--of the lives he saved and lost; of the fear, the nightmares, and the constant adrenalinepumping thrill of action--we come away with an unforgettable portrait of what it means to be a hero.
Mortal Men-Peter Canning 2012-02-15 Paramedic Troy Johnson battles trauma and sickness on the streets
of Hartford, Connecticut. When a fellow medic is shot to death responding to a 911 call, a grief-stricken
Troy vows to avenge the death, while struggling to come to grips with his own mortality. Mortal Men
examines the ancient bonding between friends and partners who count on each other to make it safely
home. Written by veteran paramedic Peter Canning, author of the acclaimed Paramedic: On the Front
Lines of Medicine and Rescue 471: A Paramedic’s Stories, Mortal Men provides a rare view into the reallife world of street medicine and into the lives of the men and women who fight its battles.
Paramedics to the Rescue-Nancy White 2011-08-01 Describes the work that paramedics do in a wide
variety of situations, and discusses the origins of the profession, their preparation and training, and why
people become paramedics.
Emergency!:-Mark Brown, MD 2013-05-15 Long before the hit TV show E.R., emergency room doctor
Mark Brown decided that the world just had to know about real life in a hospital's E.R. He canvassed
15,000 doctors and nurses across the country, asking them to contribute the stories, dramas, the
ridiculous sagas, and the immensely humorous moments that make up their lives in the war zone, or "pit."
Careers in Emergency Medical Response Teams Search and Rescue Units-Jeri Freedman 2002-12-15
Discusses the history of search and rescue work by emergency medical response teams, education and
training needed, equipment used, and the roles played by various members of each team during and after
the events of September 11, 2001.
Emergency Medical Services- 2000
A Thousand Naked Strangers-Kevin Hazzard 2016-01-05 A former paramedic’s visceral, poignant, and
mordantly funny account of a decade spent on Atlanta’s mean streets saving lives and connecting with the
drama and occasional beauty that lies inside catastrophe. In the aftermath of 9/11 Kevin Hazzard felt that
something was missing from his life—his days were too safe, too routine. A failed salesman turned local
reporter, he wanted to test himself, see how he might respond to pressure and danger. He signed up for
emergency medical training and became, at age twenty-six, a newly minted EMT running calls in the
worst sections of Atlanta. His life entered a different realm—one of blood, violence, and amazing grace.
Thoroughly intimidated at first and frequently terrified, he experienced on a nightly basis the adrenaline
rush of walking into chaos. But in his downtime, Kevin reflected on how people’s facades drop away when
catastrophe strikes. As his hours on the job piled up, he realized he was beginning to see into the truth of
things. There is no pretense five beats into a chest compression, or in an alley next to a crack den, or on a
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dimly lit highway where cars have collided. Eventually, what had at first seemed impossible happened:
Kevin acquired mastery. And in the process he was able to discern the professional differences between
his freewheeling peers, what marked each—as he termed them—as “a tourist,” “true believer,” or “killer.”
Combining indelible scenes that remind us of life’s fragile beauty with laugh-out-loud moments that keep
us smiling through the worst, A Thousand Naked Strangers is an absorbing read about one man’s journey
of self-discovery—a trip that also teaches us about ourselves.
On Call-Emily R. Transue, M.D. 2005-07-14 On Call begins with a newly-minted doctor checking in for her
first day of residency--wearing the long white coat of an MD and being called "Doctor" for the first time.
Having studied at Yale and Dartmouth, Dr. Emily Transue arrives in Seattle to start her internship in
Internal Medicine just after graduating from medical school. This series of loosely interconnected scenes
from the author's medical training concludes her residency three years later. During her first week as a
student on the medical wards, Dr. Transue watched someone come into the emergency room in cardiac
arrest and die. Nothing like this had ever happened to her before-it was a long way from books and labs.
So she began to record her experiences as she gained confidence putting her book knowledge to work.
The stories focus on the patients Dr. Transue encountered in the hospital, ER and clinic; some are funny
and others tragic. They range in scope from brief interactions in the clinic to prolonged relationships
during hospitalization. There is a man newly diagnosed with lung cancer who is lyrical about his life on a
sunny island far away, and a woman, just released from a breathing machine after nearly dying, who sits
up and demands a cup of coffee. Though the book has a great deal of medical content, the focus is more
on the stories of the patients' lives and illnesses and the relationships that developed between the patients
and the author, and the way both parties grew in the course of these experiences. Along the way, the book
describes the life of a resident physician and reflects on the way the medical system treats both its
patients and doctors. On Call provides a window into the experience of patients at critical junctures in life
and into the author's own experience as a new member of the medical profession.
A Woman's Work: Street Chronicles-Nikki Turner 2011-09-20 The heralded Queen of Hip-Hop Lit presents
an addictive collection of celebrated urban authors with their fingers on the pulse of the streets. Street
lit’s finest female voices—Keisha Starr, Tysha, LaKesa Cox, and Monique S. Hall—deliver searing stories
about women who make hard sacrifices to stay on top of their hustle and seize the power, money, and
fame they can’t live without. Enterprising and fearless, these players are more than equipped to handle
whatever the street throws at them. That’s because they are hellbent on survival—by any means
necessary. Once again, Nikki Turner shares ultra-realistic page-turners that will keep fans coming back
for more. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Addicted to Life and Death-Janice Ballenger 2008-10-01 When Janice Ballenger joined a volunteer rescue
company, she began keeping a journal, and clipping news articles about the calls she responded to. Now,
as an EMT and deputy coroner, she has seen, smelled and touched things most people have difficulty just
hearing about. With the thought of "There's nothing worse that I can see," she continued her job. The
Nickel Mines Amish School shootings in October 2006, changed that, when a milk truck driver shot ten
Amish girls, and killed himself. Read her story as one of the few people who entered the schoolhouse with
the bodies inside.
Blood, Sweat, and Tea-Tom Reynolds 2009-01-01 An alluring mix of humor, bravery, cynicism, and
compassion." --London Daily Telegraph It's the stuff of Grey's Anatomy, House, and ER--only these events
aren't unfolding on a Hollywood soundstage. Have you ever wondered what's going on inside the
ambulance screaming past you during your rush-hour commute? Since 2003, Tom Reynolds (writing under
an alias so as not to get sacked from his job), has kept a blog where he chronicles the day-in, day-out
realities of his life on the job as an EMT with the London Ambulance Service. By turns both poignant and
profound, Reynolds's writing captures the very essence of life and death. From the mundane to the
surreal, from the heartwarming to the cynical, from the calm to the frenetic, more than 300 entries from
his popular blog at randomreality.blogware.com are included in the book. Dear Mr. Alcoholic: Would you
mind awfully not swearing at me, taking a swing at me, or exposing yourself to me? I have quite enough
abuse from the nondrunks out there. . . . Still, at least your fists are easy to dodge, and if I stop holding
you up, you fall over. The author's hugely popular blog, Random Acts of Reality, has been named
Medgadget Best Medical Blog and Best Literary Medical Blog.
Introduction to Health Care & Careers-Roxann Delaet 2020-06-03 Introduction to Health Care & Careers
provides students beginning their health care education with the fundamentals they need to develop their
personal and professional skills, understand their chosen profession, and succeed in the world of health
care.
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The White House Doctor-Connie Mariano 2010-06-22 A riveting look into the personal lives of our
presidents through the eyes of their White House doctor "An interesting, behind-the-scenes glimpse of life
at the White House." - Kirkus Reviews Dr. Connie Mariano served 9 years at the White House under
Presidents George H.W. Bush, William J. Clinton, and George W. Bush. She participated in world headlinemaking news events and traveled all over the world. She cared for visiting dignitaries and was charged
with caring for all the members of the First Family. From flirting with King Juan Carlos of Spain to
spending the night on the Queen of England's yacht, Dr. Mariano glimpsed a glittering and powerful
celebrity that few ever see. White House Doctor is a fascinating look into what goes on behind closed
doors at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Husband by the Hour-Susan Mallery 2020-01-13 A fake marriage leads to very real feelings in this classic
love story from New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery! Hannah Pace needed a pretend
husband—fast! She lied to her long-lost mother about being married, and now she had to produce the
groom. So she hired hometown bad boy Nick Archer. Though he wasn’t every mother’s dream, he sure
was Hannah’s hottest fantasy…. Trouble was, Nick relished the part a bit too much. Dizzying kisses,
heated glances, tender touches. Minute by minute, Nick’s paid performance was feeling all too real. And
soon Hannah wanted him to be a husband for life… Originally published in 1997
Ambulance Girl-Jane Stern 2007-12-18 The basis for the movie starring Kathy Bates, Ambulance Girl is an
inspiring story by a woman who found, somewhat late in life, that “in helping others I learned to help
myself.” Jane Stern was a walking encyclopedia of panic attacks, depression, and hypochondria. Her
marriage of more than thirty years was suffering, and she was virtually immobilized by fear and anxiety.
As the daughter of parents who both died before she was thirty, Stern was terrified of illness and death,
and despite the fact that her acclaimed career as a food and travel writer required her to spend a great
deal of time on airplanes, she suffered from a persistent fear of flying and severe claustrophobia. Yet, this
fifty-two-year-old writer decided to become an emergency medical technician. Stern tells her story with
great humor and poignancy, creating a wonderful portrait of a middle-aged, Woody Allen–ish woman who
was “deeply and neurotically terrified of sick and dead people,” but who went out into the world to save
other people’s lives as a way of saving her own. Her story begins with the boot camp of EMT training: 140
hours at the hands of a dour ex-marine who took delight in presenting a veritable parade of amputations,
hideous deformities, and gross disasters. Jane—overweight and badly out of shape—had to surmount
physical challenges like carrying a 250-pound man seated in a chair down a dark flight of stairs. After
class she did rounds in the emergency room of a local hospital. Each call Stern describes is a vignette of
human nature, often with a life in the balance. From an AIDS hospice to town drunks, yuppie wife beaters
to psychopaths, Jane comes to see the true nature and underlying mysteries of a town she had called home
for twenty years. Throughout the book we follow her as she gets her sea legs, bonds with the firefighters
who become her colleagues, and eventually, comes to be known as Ambulance Girl.
Earth Abides-George R. Stewart 1993-01-01
Journey Into Grace-Sarah Grace 2016-03-08 Often times, psychic 'gifts' don't feel like a gift at all. In this
thrilling memoir, Sarah K. Grace describes in vivid detail what it's like to be in the trenches of some of
California's busiest 911 systems as both a paramedic and highly sensitive clairvoyant/empath. For well
over a decade, Sarah utilized her psychic abilities on critical scenes while transitioning countless souls
into death. As if that wasn't intense enough, she secretly struggled to understand and accept the daily
barrage of extra-sensory perceptions surrounding her patients, relatives, and self. This book is a true
account of how she transitioned her own despair and darkness into the vibrance of empowered light. This
is the book for you if: You've ever felt alone or alienated because of your psychic abilities. You worry that
you are too 'broken' by your past to ever be whole. You need motivation and guidance towards achieving
your highest purpose. 'In her courageous and compelling memoir, "Journey Into Grace," Sarah shares
experiences from over a decade of working as a paramedic, interwoven with the story of her own evolution
with her psychic gifts. Sarah takes us on a riveting ride as she shows us how transformation and rebirth
can only be a result of honoring one's own inner truth... This book is a high-intensity, fascinating, powerful
must-read!' --Nancy Levin, bestselling author of Jump ... And Your Life Will Appear '"Journey Into Grace" is
an enthralling and dramatic story about one person's battle with the light and the dark of life. Sarah has
discovered and described her path in the way that many authors write of, yet fail to truly communicate.
This is where the author succeeds, because as she describes her story, you are actually transported into
the moment. Sarah is truly a beacon of light for lost or wondering souls.' --Derek Mills, bestselling author
of The 10-Second Philosophy 'Sarah has written a heartfelt story that shows a deep level of resilience that
inspires us all. Through her own healing, she is now able to bring all of her diverse abilities to bear to help
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others walk their own path to wholeness.' --Kate MacKinnon, author of From My Hands and Heart
Report from Engine Co. 82-Dennis Smith 2009-09-26 From his bawdy and brave fellow firefighters to the
hopeful, hateful, beautiful and beleaguered residents of the poverty-stricken district where he works,
Dennis Smith tells the story of a brutalising yet rewarding profession.
Fire Trucks-Lori Dittmer 2019-03-12 From the vanlike appearance of ambulances to the spinning rotor
blades of helicopters, vehicles of all forms have long been used in emergency situations. Appealing to
future paramedics, pilots, captains, drivers, and crew, this new series explores the continued use of six
Amazing Rescue Vehicles. Detailed photos and STEM-appropriate text examine the featured machine's
parts, functions, variations, and worksites. Each book also includes a labeled pictorial diagram of the
vehicle. A basic exploration of the parts, equipment, and variations of fire trucks, the firefighting rescue
vehicles. Also included is a pictorial diagram of the important rescue vehicle and its equipment.
Paramedic Pearls of Wisdom-Guy H. Haskell 2005-10 A review manual that will help its readers learn
some basic and intermediate pre-hospital emergency medicine, prepare for state and national certification
and refresher exams.
Report from Ground Zero-Dennis Smith 2003-02-25 The tragic events of September 11, 2001, forever
altered the American landscape, both figuratively and literally. Immediately after the jets struck the twin
towers of the World Trade Center, Dennis Smith, a former firefighter, reported to Manhattan’s Ladder Co.
16 to volunteer in the rescue efforts. In the weeks that followed, Smith was present on the front lines,
attending to the wounded, sifting through the wreckage, and mourning with New York’s devastated fire
and police departments. This is Smith’s vivid account of the rescue efforts by the fire and police
departments and emergency medical teams as they rushed to face a disaster that would claim thousands
of lives. Smith takes readers inside the minds and lives of the rescuers at Ground Zero as he shares stories
about these heroic individuals and the effect their loss had on their families and their companies. “It is,”
says Smith, “the real and living history of the worst day in America since Pearl Harbor.” Written with
drama and urgency, Report from Ground Zero honors the men and women who—in America’s darkest
hours—redefined our understanding of courage.
Tell Me Exactly What Happened-Caroline Burau 2016-09-01 Inside the world of emergency dispatch,
tragedy, boredom, and mind-bending weirdness are constant companions.
The Rescuer-Jason Sautel 2020-09-01 He helped save people every day—but he had no idea how to save
himself. Jason Sautel had it all. Confident in his abilities and trusted by his fellow firefighters, he was
making a name for himself on the streets of Oakland, California. His adrenaline-fueled job even helped
him forget the pain of his childhood—until the day he looked into the eyes of a jumper on the Bay Bridge
and came face to face with a darkness he knew would take him down as well. In the following months, a
series of traumatic emergency calls—some successful, others impossible-to-forget failures—drove Jason
deeper into depression. Even as he continued his lifesaving work, he realized he could never rescue
everyone, and he had no idea how to save himself. In the end, Jason was forced to confront the truth: only
the relentless power of love could pull him back from his own deadly fall. Action-packed, spiritually
honest, and surprisingly romantic, The Rescuer transports readers inside the pulse-pounding world of
firefighting and into the heart of a man who needed to be broken before he could finally be made whole.
EMT Flashcard Book, 4th Ed.-Jeffrey Lindsey 2018-12-21 REA's EMT Flashcard Book, 4th Edition Raise
your score with 400 must-study test questions! REA's flashcard book for the EMT exam helps you check
your test-readiness and get a high score. Our flashcard book is the perfect refresher and offers a quick
and convenient way to practice answering questions while pinpointing your strengths and weaknesses.
Written by an expert with nearly 30 years of experience in the fire and EMS arenas, our flashcards give
you full scenarios to evaluate in a multiple-choice format, just like the actual test. The book contains 400
must-study questions that cover all the test categories on the EMT exam: airway and breathing,
cardiology, medical, obstetrics and pediatrics, and trauma. Handy icons help you locate questions by
subject, so you can review and test your knowledge in specific areas. The book also includes fun facts
about the medical/EMT profession and its history. Unlike most flashcards that come loose in a box, our
flashcards are bound in an organized, portable book that makes studying a breeze. Our concise question
and answer format makes it easy to find the right answer, and we give details explaining why the answer
is correct. REA's EMT flashcards are perfect for on-the-go review and ideal for individual, classroom, or
group study.
Diamond in the Rough-Peter Canning 2016-01-15 An Action-Packed EMS Thriller and Black Comedy A
grief stricken mother seeks a publisher for her dead son’s manuscript -- the shocking tale of his wayward
journey through the world of EMS. Tim Anderson is a troubled youth who becomes an EMT at Capitol
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Ambulance in the hopes it will help land him a girlfriend. He struggles to fit in with his new partners and
not appear soft toward his sick and elderly patients. His downfall begins when he steals marijuana from a
despondent college student in an attempt to curry favor with his new girlfriend. Soon, he is lifting wallets
from drunken businessmen and picking money rolls out of the pockets of gunshot drug dealers to buy her
gifts and fund lavish dates. Dealing daily with death and human decline, and tormented by guilt, he
struggles to allow his emerging conscience to guide him on a path toward redemption that while not
saving him from his fateful end, at least bestows him with grace. An action-packed dark comedy, Diamond
in the Rough is a lights and sirens tour through the world of emergency medical services that will shock
and enlighten as it reveals the yearning heart of a most unlikely hero.
Bringing Out the Dead-Joe Connelly 2010-09-22 Perhaps only someone who has worked for almost a
decade as a medic in New York City's Hell's Kitchen--as Joe Connelly has--could write a novel as riveting
and fiercely authentic as Bringing Out the Dead. Like a front-line reporter, Connelly writes from deep
within the experience, and the result is a debut novel of extraordinary power and intensity. In Frank
Pierce, a brash EMS medic working the streets of Hell's Kitchen, Connelly gives us a man who is being
destroyed by the act of saving people. Addicted to the thrill ("the best drug in the world") and the mission
of the job, Frank is nevertheless drowning in five years' worth of grief and guilt--his own and others': "my
primary role was less about saving lives than about bearing witness." His wife has left him, he's drinking
on the job, and just a month ago he "helped to kill" an eighteen-year-old asthmatic girl. Now she's become
the waking nightmare of all his failures: hallucination and projection ("the ghosts that once visited my
dreams had followed me out to the street and were now talking back"), and as real to him as his own skin.
And in reaction to her death, Frank has desperately resurrected a patient back into a life now little better
than death. In a narrative that moves with the furious energy of an ambulance run, we follow Frank
through two days and nights: into the excitement and dread of the calls; the mad humor that keeps the
medics afloat; the memories, distant and recent, through which Frank reminds himself why he became a
medic and tries, in vain, to convince himself to give it up. And we are with him as he faces his newest
ghost: the resurrected patient, whose demands to be released into death might be the most sensible thing
Frank has heard in months, if only he would listen. Bringing Out the Dead is a stunning novel.
Trauma Junkie-Janice Hudson 2011-12-23 "Trauma Junkie gives us a view over the flight nurse's shoulder
from liftoff until the patient is delivered to the hospital and the agonizing minutes in between. These
fascinating true stories are impossible to put down." -- James M. Betts, MD, Chief of Department of
Surgery and Director of Trauma Services, Children's Hospital, Oakland "An exciting portrayal of
emergency nursing." -- Library Journal "Fast-paced nonfiction that reads like an adventure story." -- School
Library Journal In Trauma Junkie, readers accompany veteran flight nurse Janice Hudson as she races in
response to emergency calls in the San Francisco Bay Area. Her workplace is a cramped California Shock
Trauma Air Rescue (CALSTAR) helicopter in which medical personnel try to fix the human carnage
wrought by shootings, accidents and natural disasters. In this new and expanded edition, Hudson updates
readers on how she and her colleagues have fared since moving on to different medical roles -- including
her own battle with multiple sclerosis, which ultimately forced her to give up the job she loved. The new
Trauma Junkie also contains several previously unpublished stories, including a new addition to the lineup
of "stupid human tricks" Hudson witnessed and an all-new chapter describing a call involving the most
heartbreaking of patients: a child who didn't make it. Hudson is a natural storyteller who conveys the
excitement of her days with calstar -- heroic rescues, tragic deaths and the hilarious incidents that made
the tension bearable -- and the deep commitment of her team to keep patients alive in the most perilous
situations. For information on California Shock Trauma Air Rescue Ambulances Services please visit
www.calstar.org
Population: 485-Michael Perry 2009-10-13 Mike Perry’s extraordinary and thoughtful account of meeting
the people of his small hometown by joining the fire and rescue team was a breakout hit that “swells with
unadorned heroism” (USA Today) Welcome to New Auburn, Wisconsin (population: 485) where the local
vigilante is a farmer’s wife armed with a pistol and a Bible, the most senior member of the volunteer fire
department is a cross-eyed butcher with one kidney and two ex-wives (both of whom work at the only gas
station in town), and the back roads are haunted by the ghosts of children and farmers. Michael Perry
loves this place. He grew up here, and now-after a decade away-he has returned. Unable to polka or repair
his own pickup, his farm-boy hands gone soft after years of writing, Mike figures the best way to regain
his credibility is to join the volunteer fire department. Against a backdrop of fires and tangled wrecks, bar
fights and smelt feeds, he tells a frequently comic tale leavened with moments of heartbreaking delicacy
and searing tragedy. Tracing his calls on a map in the little firehouse, he sees “a dense, benevolent web,
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spun one frantic zigzag at a time” from which the story of a tiny town emerges.
The Believer- 2009
A Better Man-Louise Penny 2019-08-27 “‘A Better Man,' with its mix of meteorological suspense,
psychological insight and criminal pursuit, is arguably the best book yet in an outstanding, original
oeuvre.” —Tom Nolan, The Wall Street Journal "Enchanting... one of his most ennobling missions."
—Marilyn Stasio, New York Times Book Review Catastrophic spring flooding, blistering attacks in the
media, and a mysterious disappearance greet Chief Inspector Armand Gamache as he returns to the
Sûreté du Québec in the latest novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author Louise Penny. It’s
Gamache’s first day back as head of the homicide department, a job he temporarily shares with his
previous second-in-command, Jean-Guy Beauvoir. Flood waters are rising across the province. In the
middle of the turmoil a father approaches Gamache, pleading for help in finding his daughter. As crisis
piles upon crisis, Gamache tries to hold off the encroaching chaos, and realizes the search for Vivienne
Godin should be abandoned. But with a daughter of his own, he finds himself developing a profound, and
perhaps unwise, empathy for her distraught father. Increasingly hounded by the question, how would you
feel..., he resumes the search. As the rivers rise, and the social media onslaught against Gamache
becomes crueler, a body is discovered. And in the tumult, mistakes are made. In the next novel in this
“constantly surprising series that deepens and darkens as it evolves” (New York Times Book Review),
Gamache must face a horrific possibility, and a burning question. What would you do if your child’s killer
walked free?
The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down-Anne Fadiman 2012-04-24 A study in the collision between
Western medicine and the beliefs of a traditional culture focuses on a hospitalized child of Laotian
immigrants whose belief that illness is a spiritual matter comes into conflict with doctors' methods.
Something for the Pain: One Doctor's Account of Life and Death in the ER-Paul Austin 2009-10-21 "A
stunning account of the chaos of the emergency room." —Boston Globe In this eye-opening account of life
in the ER, Paul Austin recalls how the daily grind of long, erratic shifts and endless hordes of patients with
sad stories sent him down a path of bitterness and cynicism. Gritty, powerful, and ultimately redemptive,
Something for the Pain is a revealing glimpse into the fragility of compassion and sanity in the industrial
setting of today’s hospitals.
Killing Season-Peter Canning 2021-04-06 Stripping away the stigma of addiction through stories that are
hard-hitting, poignant, sad, confessional, funny, and overall, human, Killing Season will change minds
about the epidemic, help obliterate stigma, and save lives.
Pediatric Neuropsychology Case Studies-Jennifer Niskala Apps 2008-12-23 In the recent literature, the
most influential case study books in neuropsychology are in the adult realm. Pediatric neuropsychology is
a rapidly developing field with increasingly greater influence in the assessment, diagnosis, early
identification, and treatment of childhood illnesses. This book will provide the first centralized,
comprehensive resource for case studies in pediatric neuropsychology. Not only will this supply a valuable
compilation for the growing numbers of professionals in this field, but will also serve as an innovative and
appealing resource for therapists, teachers, and others interested in child development. This book will be
structured in such a way that readers can easily access individual cases of interest, as well as related
areas of dysfunction. Section breakdowns will be provided in order to highlight the combined focus of case
presentations in acquired neuropsychological dysfunction as well as developmental disorders. Each
section will begin with an introductory chapter, highlighting the salient feature of the concept and
providing brief, up to date reviews of the current research and theories. Within each global section,
individual case studies will serve as stand-alone chapters. Contributing authors will be provided extensive
guidance and coaching with regards to the standard format and information to be included in each
chapter. The first section of this book will present cases involving neurological disorders. The intention of
this section is to provide not only “classic” examples of neurological dysfunction in children, but also to
provide interesting cases of unique or remarkable presentations. The second section will present an
accumulation of cases representing both common and progressive conceptualizations of developmental
disabilities. Section three has been designed to highlight cases which often present complex issues to
neuropsychologists. The case examples in this section will highlight the use of alternative treatments,
pathologies that are often a source of inquiry, and situations that lack the more rigorous scientific data
often utilized in other diagnostic procedures. Additionally, this section may include chapters on common
differential diagnosis dilemmas in clinical practice. Often multifaceted and even contradictory evidence
can arise during evaluations, resulting in complex or problematic situations for the clinician. Such
examples are difficult, by their nature, to forecast, but rather would be added during the book’s
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development, as they occur.
Handbook for EMS Medical Directors (March 2012)-U. S. Department of Homeland Security 2019-07-16
The purpose of this handbook is to provide assistance to both new and experienced medical directors as
they strive to provide the highest quality of out-of-hospital emergency medical care to their communities
and foster excellence within their agencies. The handbook will provide the new medical director with a
fundamental orientation to the roles that define the position of the medical director while providing the
experienced medical director with a useful reference tool. The handbook will explore the nuances found in
the EMS industry?a challenge to describe in generalities due to the tremendous amount of diversity
among EMS agencies and systems across the Nation. The handbook does not intend to serve as an
operational medical practice document, but seeks to identify and describe the critical elements associated
with the position.
Medical Response to Terrorism-Daniel C. Keyes 2005 This comprehensive reference provides all the
information emergency departments and personnel need to prepare for and respond to terrorist events.
The first section covers all agents potentially used in terrorist attacks—chemical, biologic, toxicologic,
nuclear, and explosive—in a systematic format that includes background, triage, decontamination, signs
and symptoms, medical management, personnel protection, and guidelines for notifying public health
networks. Algorithms show when to suspect and how to recognize exposure and detail signs and
symptoms and management protocols. The second section focuses on all-hazards preparedness for
hospitals, communities, emergency medical services, and the media, and includes an important chapter on
simulation of disasters.
Rescuing Providence-Michael Morse 2015-08-04 Former EMT and firefighter Michael Morse takes you
along for the ride as he and his fellow officers respond to 24 emergency calls in a 34-hour period.
Rescuing Providence is a fascinating glimpse into the daily lives of the people who do a critical job that is
often dangerous, sometimes thankless, but ultimately rewarding.
Flashover-Suzanne Chazin 2015-04-30 FDNY marshal Georgia Skeehan returns in this new thriller from
the authorwho “will do for firefighting what Patricia Cornwell did for forensic science” (Lee Child, #1 New
York Times–bestselling author). Georgia Skeehan, a marshal with the New York City Fire Department,
investigates the deaths of two doctors, both victims of fires that show signs of a “flashover”—the
overwhelming combustion of a room and its contents by simultaneous ignition. Each worked on the board
approving “line of duty” compensation for disabled firefighters. Georgia is left grasping at straws when
her best friend, a detective with the NYPD, disappears, and Georgia’s boyfriend and fellow marshal is
found in her blood-spattered apartment. Betrayals—both private and professional—have never hit so close
to home. Georgia finds frightening evidence that a long-ago tragedy may be behind these vengeful acts.
And she must stop them before they consume their ultimate target—Georgia herself . . . Praise for
Suzanne Chazin’s debut novel, The Fourth Angel: “Chazin dazzles with her knowledge of pyrotechnics and
comes up with plot twists aplenty.” —People “A red-hot debut.” —USA Today
Upstream-Dan Heath 2020-03-03 New York Times bestselling author Dan Heath explores how to prevent
problems before they happen, drawing on insights from hundreds of interviews with unconventional
problem solvers. So often in life, we get stuck in a cycle of response. We put out fires. We deal with
emergencies. We stay downstream, handling one problem after another, but we never make our way
upstream to fix the systems that caused the problems. Cops chase robbers, doctors treat patients with
chronic illnesses, and call-center reps address customer complaints. But many crimes, chronic illnesses,
and customer complaints are preventable. So why do our efforts skew so heavily toward reaction rather
than prevention? Upstream probes the psychological forces that push us downstream—including “problem
blindness,” which can leave us oblivious to serious problems in our midst. And Heath introduces us to the
thinkers who have overcome these obstacles and scored massive victories by switching to an upstream
mindset. One online travel website prevented twenty million customer service calls every year by making
some simple tweaks to its booking system. A major urban school district cut its dropout rate in half after it
figured out that it could predict which students would drop out—as early as the ninth grade. A European
nation almost eliminated teenage alcohol and drug abuse by deliberately changing the nation’s culture.
And one EMS system accelerated the emergency-response time of its ambulances by using data to predict
where 911 calls would emerge—and forward-deploying its ambulances to stand by in those areas.
Upstream delivers practical solutions for preventing problems rather than reacting to them. How many
problems in our lives and in society are we tolerating simply because we’ve forgotten that we can fix
them?
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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this rescue 471 a paramedics
stories by online. You might not require more epoch to spend to go to the books foundation as well
as search for them. In some cases, you likewise get not discover the statement rescue 471 a
paramedics stories that you are looking for. It will unconditionally squander the time.
However below, once you visit this web page, it will be for that reason unquestionably simple to
acquire as with ease as download guide rescue 471 a paramedics stories
It will not understand many mature as we run by before. You can do it while put it on something else
at home and even in your workplace. thus easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we
provide under as without difficulty as evaluation rescue 471 a paramedics stories what you later
to read!
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